Protection
Beyond
Passwords
Why your organization
needs to invest in
adaptive multi-factor
authentication

In today’s network environment,
passwords alone are no longer an
eﬀective way of protecting your
critical apps and data. With a growing
mobile workforce, applications in
multiple clouds, and tons of devices
outside of IT control, many
organizations are investing in
multi-factor authentication.
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The trouble with
relying on just passwords
In the wake of several high-profile security breaches, more and more
organizations are realizing they cannot trust the security of their sensitive
data to just a person’s username and password.

It puts the security
burden on users

Passwords are hard
to keep up with

Passwords are
highly exploitable

It’s up to them to
create (and remember)
unique passwords
that follow the latest
best practices.

Account lockouts and
tracking a long
list of passwords
promotes a high rate of
password re-use.

According to a
Verizon report, 81% of
hacking incidents
leveraged stolen and/or
weak passwords.

For protection beyond passwords, many organizations
are turning to multi-factor authentication

Get protection beyond
passwords with ROVE
ROVE and its partners combine
something your end users know,
their password, with something
they have, like their mobile device,
to provide secure access to all your
apps and data.
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application

Establish
trust in
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Enforce
adaptive
policies

Enable
secure app
access

Each log-in
attempt is
treated as
if it were
originating
from an
untrusted
network.

The user’s
identity is
verified through
a variety of
authentication
methods –
from push
notifications to
callbacks.

After identity
verification,
the user’s
device is
checked
to ensure
compliance with
your security
standards.

Set access
policies based
on identity,
device, or
contextual
factors like
location and
biometrics.

Users get secure,
frictionless
access to the
on-premises or
cloud apps they
need, from any
device and any
location.

As part of a comprehensive security strategy
with ROVE, we’re helping organizations
Reduce security and compliance risk
Reduce the risk of data breaches
Simplify security operations
Protect apps and data outside
their network perimeter

Veteran-owned
business

Mid-market
to enterprise
security
expertise

Why partner with a
company like ROVE?
Our consulting-led approach helps
businesses navigate the complexity
of modern security to create an
agile security posture across their
digital assets and workplaces.

Pioneers and Innovators
in the security space
Proﬁciency and experience
in many industries

Take a next step
Reach out to schedule a Security Assessment to learn how
ROVE can play a role in your overall security strategy.
877.488.ROVE
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